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ACCESSORIZE YOUR FLOOR
"A Brand of HM Home Furnishings Pvt. Ltd.".

Step
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Something
Beautiful
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About Us
Indian Colors is a brand of HM Home Furnishings Pvt. Ltd., a company that
indigenously manufactures everything from curtains to cushion covers to bed sheets;
an assortment of items that would turn a house into the ideal home.
We, at Indian Colors, manufacture all kinds of rugs and floor furnishings and export
them all over the world. Our designs are one-of-a-kind and we provide the lowest price
guarantee for our products which are of the highest quality.
We uphold the supreme ethical values in production. Our goods are 100% handmade
by craftsmen who have had years of experience in this industry. Their working
conditions are in line with all the labor regulations prescribed under Indian Law.
Further, our products are colored using vegetable and other natural dyeing
elements.
We are not dogmatic in our approach. We are open to custom-making rugs to suit our
clients’ requirements. We also deliver to our clients globally; there is no country, state,
city or locality where Indian Colors does not reach.
So go ahead, flip the pages and “Accessorize Your Floor”.
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SHAGGY
WOOL‘S EYE
These rugs are hand made in India
from 100% Indian wool. This is a
one of its kind innovative design
from the house of Indian Colors.
The quality of wool used in this
category serves best the purpose
of giving the rug a very soft, warm
and comfortable feel that would
guarantee highest satisfaction
and add warmth to any room.

SWE - 01

SWE - 01

SWE - 02

SWE - 03

SWE - 03

SWE - 04
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SHAGGY VISCOSE
This is hand knotted in India from
100% Viscose. The knotting of
Viscose gives this rug a unique
design. These rugs will never shed
and will always retain their
luxurious shiny finish.
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SV-01

SV-01

SV - 02

SV-03

SV-04

SV-04

SV-05

SV-06

SW - 01

Sw - 04

SW - 01

SW - 02

SW - 03

SW - 04

SW - 05

SW - 06

SHAGGY WOOL
These rugs are hand made in India from
100% Indian wool. The quality of wool
used in this category serves best the
purpose of giving the rug a very soft, warm
and comfortable feel. An exclusive and vivid
variety of rugs are available in the wool
collection namely woolen reef, wool worm
and wool loop which guarantee highest
satisfaction and add warmth to any room.
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SHAGGY
ABSOLUTE RAYON

ABSOLUTE RAYON

RAYCOTT

This collection is hand knitted in India from 100% Rayon fiber.
This high luster fabric gives a unique sparkling finish and a soft
feel altogether. This rug can be made in any desired color.

RAYCOTT

SAR - 01

SR - 01

SAR - 02

SR - 02

Raycott Rugs are a unique combination of Rayon and Cotton.
The two fabrics are interwoven to create a soft rug with a
sheen of its own. If colors and shine is your style, Raycott is the
rug for you.
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SHAGGY LEATHER
VISCOSE KNOT

SVK - 01

LEATHER

These rugs are hand-made in India using the
highest quality of leather. This collection also
features rugs made from suede leather which
gives it a soft texture and feel. This high quality rug
has a very rich and contemporary feel available at a
very reasonable price.

SL - 01

VISCOSE KNOT
This is hand knotted in India from 100% Viscose.
The knotting of Viscose gives this rug a unique
design. These rugs will never shed and will always
retain their luxurious shiny finish.
SVK - 02

SL - 02
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SHAGGY
COTTON CORD
This collection is hand-woven in
India from 100% cotton. High
quality cotton thread is first dyed
and woven into cords and then
these cords are knitted together
to give this rug a contemporary
shaggy form.

SCC - 01
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SCC - 02

SCC - 03

SCC - 04

EMBROIDERED
RUGS
The collection of Embroidered
Rugs is made 100% from cotton
and is hand-woven in India. These
rugs have a soft velvety feel to
them along with their
contemporary look. Embroidered
Rugs can be made in a variety of
designs, including those
customized to suit our clients'
requirements.

ER - 01

ER - 02

ER - 03

ER - 04
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BATHMATS
The Indian Colors collection of
Bathmats includes a wide range of
Bathmats designs to add a touch
of luxury to your bathroom. These
products are made from different
fibers ranging from cotton to
chenille to viscose. We offer an
exclusive variety which includes
Bathmats of different shapes and
designs. Not to miss is our special
collection of restroom sets.

BA - 01
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BA - 02

BA - 03

BA - 04

JUTE PLAIN
These rugs are hand-made in
India from 100% Jute fiber. Jute
rugs are ideal for those areas
where luxury is a necessity such as
sitting rooms and bedrooms. Jute
displays a natural luster that
brings a bright, relaxed feel to any
modern environment. The jute
rug collection includes all
different types namely the plain
jute rugs, jute diamond rugs,
jacquard mats, jute hemp shaggy
and jute table mats.

JJP - 01

JJP - 02

JJP - 03

JJP - 04
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JUTE DIAMOND &
HEMP SHAGGY
Jute Diamond and Hemp Shaggy Rugs are
the favorites among Jute Rugs thanks to
their unique styles and custom designs.
These rugs are not only comfortable, they
also give the room that they accessorize a
modern and enchanting look owing to the
novelty of their style.
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HEMP SHAGGY

JUTE DIAMOND

JHS - 01

JJD - 01

ASSORTED COLLECTION

POM POM

The Assorted Collection from Indian Colors is a
result of some exclusive and original designs. These
rugs define the skill and innovative ability of our
artists which is rare to find elsewhere.

POM POM
APP - 01

APP - 02

COTTON CORD

The Pom-Pom Rug mainly is the first pick to put up
in your kids’ room. This tender fluffed rug offers the
right kind of support required for those little feet.

COTTON CORD
These rugs are hand knitted in India using high
quality cotton. Cotton Cord Rugs are a unique form
of rugs which can be put in any room of your house.
ACC - 01

ACC - 02
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ASSORTED COLLECTION
The Assorted Collection from Indian Colors
is a result of some exclusive and original
designs. These rugs define the skill and
innovative ability of our artists which is rare
to find elsewhere.

LINEN LOOP
The Linen Loop Rug is a very elegant
product from our collections. It not only
looks great but is also very soft to step on.

HYLO RUG
The Hylo Rug has foam stuffed in the inside
that is best suited for the old as it is very
comfortable and relaxing to walk on.

FLEEZE RUG
The Fleeze Rug offers a great luxurious
design at a minimum price. Not
coincidently the cheapest product available
with us, this is especially created to keep
luxury in common reach.

FLEEZE RUG

AFR - 01
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HYLO RUG

LINEN LOOP

AHR - 01

ALR - 01

RAYON PADDLE RUG
Paddle Rugs manufactured by us are
available in different hues and combination
of colors. Their fine fabrication of rayon
ensures their quality for price. Our Paddle
Rugs are available at most economical rates
in the market.

PADDLE WEAVE
Distinctive and pure cotton soft yarn
combined with superior color, warmth
gives you a better quality. This Paddle
Weave Plaid Rug is crafted of 100% cotton
yarn and is very durable.

PADDLE WEAVE

RAYON PADDLE RUG

ARP - 01

ARP - 02

APW - 01

APW - 02
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ACUPRESSURE RUG
This collection features some great works like the
Acupressure Rug which along with its charm
offers benefit to your well being. This design is
made to keep you stay healthy as the pressure
points on your feet are pressed as you walk on it.

RAYON CUTSHUTTLE
The Rayon Cutshuttle rugs are made from rayon
fiber and are available in a wide variety of creative
designs. Their unique and chromatic patterns are
mesmerizing and the softness of rayon makes
these rugs very comfortable to walk on. The
workmanship of the Rayon Cutshuttle rugs is
extremely admirable.

ACUPRESSURE RUG

AAR - 01
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RAYON CUTSHUTTLE

ARC - 01

ARC - 02

ARC - 03
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REGISTERED OFFICE
HM Home Furnishings Pvt. Ltd.
Plot No. 50 B, Sector 25, Part II, HUDA, Panipat - 132103, Haryana, India
http://www.indiancolors.net
Email Id: info@indiancolors.net, contactus@indiancolors.net, sales@indiancolors.net

OVERSEAS OFFICES
CHILE
Contact Person : GABRIELA MARDONES
Operations Manager

Federico Froebel 1652, Providencia, Santiago - 7500000, Chile
Ph: +(56) 2 4748774 M: +(56) 79376087
E-mail: gabriela@indiancolors.net

UKRAINE
Contact Person : YULIYA DEMTSOVA
Operations Manager

28V Grigorenka St., Office 43, 02095, Kiev,Ukraine
Ph: +(38) 44 390 30 59 M: +(38) 50 436 30 78
E-mail: yuliya@indiancolors.net

